Are you interested in contributing to the C4ST mission to protect Canadians from invisible wireless radiation and in updating our safety codes to the 21st century?

Canadians 4 Safe Technology is a not-for-profit, 100% volunteer-based coalition of parents, citizens and experts whose mission is to educate and inform Canadians and their policy makers about the dangers of exposure to unsafe levels of wireless radiation from technology, provide information on how to use wireless devices more safely and work with all levels of government to create healthier communities for children and families from coast to coast.

Volunteer role description

The C4ST Riding Representative (RR) volunteer plays an important strategic role that is key to the success of our mission.

Role and Responsibility

Preparation: Review the website and become familiar with our organization. Confirm that you are prepared to adopt the C4ST Code of Conduct. More background information will be provided when you apply, should your application be in a Riding that does not yet have a Representative assigned to it.

This work is important to our success. As we can select only one RR per riding, in some cases it may be that your talents are best fit to volunteering in some other role, or that your riding has an existing RR.

If so, we will ask that you support the C4ST designated RR and/or assume another role to support the mission.

Action priority:

Establish a relationship as the liaison for C4ST with your riding Member of Parliament. Request that you meet in person, introduce the issues concerning 5G technology.

Reach out to your local media.

Raise awareness within your community increasing the membership of C4ST.

Support petitions, appeals and other initiatives within your community as designed by C4ST.

Volunteer position compatibility

This role is suited to a person who is concerned about elevating personal and public safety, and prepared to volunteer their time and effort to bring about change. There is opportunity to meet and work with all kinds of people, to strengthen your community and to contribute to a better future for all Canadians.

C4ST Training

C4ST will provide specific training days on the issues. Skype, videos, online questions/answers and other communications will be on-going. To the best of our ability, we will work around your schedule. If required, we will attend meetings with your MP, via phone if long distance or in person if distance permits.